















and* consultation* between* these* organizations* not* only* apply* to* dealing*with*
crisis* situations,* but* their* collaboration* extends* to* other* issues* such* as* civilT
military* cooperation,* the* fight* against* human* trafficking,* the* fight* against*
terrorism,*and*more.*The*most*important*mission*of*NATO*today*is*the*mission*
in* Afghanistan,* was* established* with* a* mandate* from* the* UN* in* 2001* and* is*













- NATO's! engagement! on! the! basis! of! Article! 5! of! the! Washington! Treaty! (Charter)!requires! rendering! the! collective! help! of! any! NATO!member! country! in! the! event! of!military!aggression.!This!was!created!in!this!way!in!order!to!deter!the!Soviet!Union!from!a! possible! military! attack! on! the! western! countries! of! Europe.! But! there! was! a! long!period! of! time! while! a! country! not! invoke! this! right.! The! US! were! the! first! invoked!Article! 5! of! the! Charter! and! not! because! of! violation! of! territorial! borders! with!conventional! attack! but! because! of! the! terrorist! attacks.! US! sought! help! and! support!from!NATO!allies!in!the!global!fight!against!terrorism;!
- The! engagement! of! NATO! under! the! auspices! of! the! Security! Council! of! the! United!Nations! began! in! Bosnia! where! NATO! had! a! role! in! keeping! the! peace,! providing!logistical!support.!In!Kosovo!and!Metohia!NATO!had!a!similar!role!as!in!Bosnia!but!the!attack!on!Yugoslavia!in!1999!there!was!no!formal!approval!by!the!Security!Council!from!the! UN! and! NATO,! and! to! justify! this! action! they! are! called! for! some! UN! resolutions!related!to!Kosovo;!
- NATO's!engagement!at!the!request!of!a!Member!State!or!country!as!a!practice!partner!is!established!in!2001,!the!infamous!year!of!Macedonia.!In!2001,!NATO!was!called!in!the!country!at!the!request!of!the!President!of!the!country!to!help!prevent!further!escalation!of! the! war.! This! kind! of! asking! for! help! from! NATO! create! a! model! in! which! they!conducted!several!other!missions.!!




The! right! of!military! intervention! in! individual! or! collective! self<defense! is! permitted! if! it! is!constant,!the!current!attack!is!underway,!but!to!do!so!it!needs!to!be!met!several!conditions:!!
First,'the'use'of'force'to'take'/'is'allowed'if'there'is'a'direct'act'of'the'state'aggression'
which' invokes'Article'51'of' the'Charter.' If' there' is' some' indirect' intervention' such'as'
propaganda,' economic' aggression' and' more' the' use' of' force' for' self9defense' is' not'
allowed.'!Secondly,! the! seriousness!of! armed!attack!makes!entitlement! to! the!use!of!military! force! for!self<defense.!Whether!performed!attack!aggressive!assessment!performed!Security!Council.!!Third,! the! right! of! self<defense! can! only! be! activated! in! cases! where! there! is! provocation!unlawful!act.!No!country!can!invoke!the!right!of!self<defense!to!introduce!coercive!measures!by!the!United!Nations!or!against!a!country!which!according!to!Article!51!of! the!UN!Charter!and!allowed!the!use!of!the!right!of!self<defense.!!Fourth,!proportionality!in!the!use!of!armed!force!in!self<defense!is!the!next!requirement.!Power!used!in!self<defense!must!be!proportional!to!the!strength!of!aggressive!attack,!otherwise!would!be!surpassed!or!abuse!right!of!self<defense.!!Fifth,!under!Article!51!of!the!Charter,!self<defense!cannot!be!activated!due!to!an!attack!in!the!future! to! happen,! will! be! happen! or! will! happened.! Only! if! simultaneously! place! aggressive!attacks!with!the!use!of!armed!force!for!self<defense!may!be!considered!self<defense!is!legal.!But!in!terms!of!Article!51!of!the!Charter!there!disagreement!about!the!interpretation!of!the!section!that!allows! the!use!of! individual! force,!without! the!permission!of! the!Security!Council!of! the!United!Nations,!when! the!attack!has!not!occurred!or! there! is!only!a! threat! to! its!occurrence.!According!to!the!US!is!allowed!to!use!force!to!prevent!future!attacks!not!yet!been!started,!but!this! claim! is! based! on! a! common! law! of! self<defense.! That! the! right! of! self<defense! is! only!activated! only!when! there! is! an! armed! attack! is! confirmed! by! International! Court! of! Justice!which!is!his!attitude.!!Sixth,!when!the!Security!Council!took!certain!measures!against!the!aggressor,!the!right!of!self<defense!moves!from!individual!to!collective!right!of!self<defense.!!




participants! in! this!mission!have!US!33,600,! and!at! least! Iceland,!Malaysia! and!New!Zealand!with! 2! participants.! The! total! number! of! people! who! participate! in! the! mission! of! ISAF! is!52,686!people.!This!information!concerning!the!period!up!to!February!20,!2014.!!The! Alliance's! Strategic! Concept! of! 2010! was! enacted! comprehensive! approach! to! crisis!management! thus! provides! for! the! involvement! of! NATO! in! all! stages! of! the! crisis! and! the!opportunities!to!use!different!ways!of!solving!the!crisis,!which!depends!on!the!nature,!extent!and! severity! of! the! crisis.! Sometimes! the! resolution! of! crises! take! place! through! diplomatic!ways,!once!again!require!more!rigorous!measures!such!as!military!operations.!Article!4!of!the!Washington!Treaty!entitles!each!member!state!to!advise!and!discuss!any!safety!issue.!Article!4!provides:! "Members! shall! consult! together! in! the! opinion! of! any! of! them! is! under! threat!territorial!integrity,!political!independence!or!security!of!any!State."!!
PART*OF*THE*CURRENT*OPERATIONS*AND*MISSIONS*OF*NATO*
Afghanistan*The!most!important!mission!of!NATO!to!today!is!mission!in!Afghanistan,!which!was!established!with! the! mandate! of! the! UN! in! 2001! and! is! led! by! NATO! in! August! 2003,! as! the! ISAF! <!International!Security!Assistance!Force.!The!mission!consists!of!about!50,000!troops!from!48!different!countries!deployed!throughout!Afghanistan.!The!main!task!that!has!this!mission!is!the!spread! of! power! to! the!Afghan! government! in! order! to! create! an! environment! conducive! to!development!and!functioning!democratic!institutions!and!establish!the!rule!of!law.!Alliance!has!a! major! role! in! the! establishment! of! professional! national! Afghan! security! forces! to! allow!Afghans!to!take!responsibility!for!the!security!of!their!country.!!The!plan!by!the!end!of!2014!the!ISAF!mission!in!Afghanistan!to!end!with!the!gradual!transition!of! security! responsibilities! to! the! Afghan! national! security! forces! and! police.! However,! after!this! period! the!mission! will! continue! training! and! counseling! as! well! as! support! of! combat!operations!to!Afghan!forces.!!With! resolution! of! the! Security! Council! of! the! UN! 1510,! NATO! expands! its! presence! in!Afghanistan!by!creating!PRT!<!Provincial!Reconstruction!Teams.!These!teams!are!international!teams! that! have! to! extend! the! authority! of! the! central! government! and! to! establish! a! safer!environment!to!carry!out!reconstruction.!The!composition!of!these!teams!entered!civilian!and!military!personnel.!!The! process! of! deep! reforms! after! the! intervention! of! the! international! community! in! areas!such!as!justice,!security!and!sector!democratization!in!Afghanistan.!ISAF!forces!were!involved!in!the!coordination!of!demobilization,!disarmament!and!reintegration.!Regarding!disarmament!were! seized! about! 9,000! pieces! of! heavy! weapons,! about! 30,000! light! weapons,! and! about!62,000!soldiers!were!demobilized.!!




considered! illegitimate.!For! the! implementation!of! this!operation! is!no!agreement!by! the!UN!Security! Council,! and! the! bombing! was! carried! out! under! the! guise! of! humanitarian!intervention.!!
MONITORING*OF*THE*MEDITERRANEAN*SEA*After!the!attacks!on!the!United!States!11.9.2001!year!by!NATO!were!taken!a!series!of!measures!opposition! the! threat! that! came,! and! still! comes! from! modern! international! terrorism.! In!October! 2001!was! launched! Operation! Active! Endeavour,! which! direct! its! focus! toward! the!discovery!and!refuse!terrorist!activities!in!the!Mediterranean!Sea.!!With!the!increased!presence!of!NATO!forces!in!these!waters!ensuring!safety!of!vessels!carrying!passengers!and!goods,!and!providing!safety!and!maritime!region!along!the!Mediterranean!Sea.!First,!control!was!implemented!only!in!the!eastern!waters!of!the!Mediterranean!Sea,!and!since!2004!the!entire!territory!of!the!Mediterranean!Sea.!This!action!took!their!participation!and!the!forces! of! "Partnership! for! Peace"! including! a! Russian! cruiser,! some! members! of! the!"Mediterranean!Dialogue"!and!"and!Istanbul!Cooperation!Initiative”.!!
CHALLENGES*FOR*NATO*The!challenges!that!need!to!handle!the!Alliance!in!the!years!to!come!do!not!differ!much!from!those! before! sixty! years! ago,! when! was! formed! the! Alliance,! who! interested! countries! on!security! issues,! some!challenges!still!quite!new.!The!challenges! that! threaten! the! interests!of!the!Euro<Atlantic! community:! terrorism,!weapons!of!mass!destruction,! the! threat! of! ballistic!missiles,!conventional!armed!forces,!cyber<attacks,!energy!security!and!climate!change.!!
- Terrorism! is! the! greatest! threat! to! peace! and! security! and! is! a!major! reason! for! the!transformation! of! NATO,! which! by! all! means! and! forces! in! cooperation! with! other!international!organizations,!and!a!maximum!of!UN!fight!against!terrorism.!Until!now!the!top!priority!took!NATO!presence!in!Afghanistan!and!the!fight!against!terrorism,!and!it!is!an!opportunity!for!the!alliance!to!show!and!prove!their!ability!to!solve!complex!security!issues.!
- Weapons! of! mass! destruction! is! also! a! priority! of! the! alliance! and! is! connected! to!terrorists! and! terrorist! organizations.!Having! the! opportunity! to! purchase! and! use! of!this!kind!of!weapons!by!terrorist!organizations!is!a!real!threat.!Therefore!NATO!plans!to!control! access! to! such! weapons! and! its! spread,! and! as! the! biggest! security! threat!considers!the!development!of!the!nuclear!programs!of!Iran!and!North!Korea.!
- The! threat!of!ballistic!missiles! there!since! the!creation!of!NATO!and!still! is!one!of! the!more!important!priorities.!Not!only!large!but!smaller!countries!possess!ballistic!missiles!with!a!range!or! intercontinental!missiles! that!need!to!be! taken!to!avoid!abuse.! In! this!respect! the! intent! of! the!United! States! to! deploy! air! defense! in!Poland! and! the!Czech!Republic!where!the!sharp!response!and!resist!Russia!feeling!threatened!by!setting!these!air!shields.!
- Conventional!Armed!Forces!priority!entered!again! the! focus!of!NATO!from!2007!after!the! attack! on! Georgia! by! Russia! unilaterally! refused! to! honor! the! Treaty! on!Conventional!Forces.!
- Cyber<attacks! with! the! development! of! the! Internet! and! modern! technology! have!become!a!real!threat.!Cooperation!with!NATO!partners!significantly!improved!thanks!to!new! technologies! and! the! Internet,! but! there!was! also! the! threat! of! possible! terrorist!attacks!on!these!technologies!and!communication!systems.!




- Climate!change!is!one!of!the!focuses!of!NATO,!but!by!civilian!or!alliances!are!trying!their!capacities!and!resources!to!assist!in!preserving!the!natural!environment.!But!as!the!most!specific!and!most!dangerous!to!preserve!world!peace!this!days!are!the!crisis!in!Ukraine!and!the!creation!of!a!Muslim!state!of!ISIS.!!We!must! also!mention! the! issue!of!Ukraine! as!one!of! the! challenges! for!NATO,!which! is! last!month,! but! for! now! great! interest! shown! and! the! Alliance! as!well! as! leaders! of! its!member!states!and!the!leaders!of!the!US!and!UK.!Every!day!we!are!bombarded!with!a!huge!amount!of!information!about!the!situation!in!Ukraine,!fighting!between!the!two!sides,!military!and!civilian!casualties,! devastation! of! schools! and! homes,! destruction! of! aircraft! and! so! on.! Here! it! is! a!delicate!situation!and!the!opposition!of!interests!and!influences.!Whether!and!how!to!involve!NATO! in! solving! this! problem! is! an! issue! that! deserves! attention.! Ukraine! is! at! the! gates! of!Russia,!and!the!possible!entry!of!the!Alliance!in!this!country!is!a!kind!of!provocation!to!Russia!which! is! considered! eternal! opponent! of!NATO.!The! only! loser! in! this! fight! so! far! the!major!powers! is! only! the! Ukrainian! people! who! would! take! decades! to! recover! from! this! mutual!fratricidal!war.!!




and!its!leader!is!al<Baghdadi.!Al!Qaeda!is!slowly!falling!into!shadow.!Unless!mentioned!in!Mosul!presumably!another!29!terrorist!actions!organized!by!ISIS.!!Only! few! have! heard! of! Sykes<Picot! Agreement.! What! is! it:! It! is! assumed! that! European!dignitaries!met!in!1916!to!divide!the!Ottoman!Asia!among!themselves!Britain!and!France!are!given! freedom!to!build! their!own!countries! in! the!region! to!conquer!enemies.!As!a! favorable!opportunity,!with! deep! and! lasting! roots,! is! recognized! option! for! inducing! and!maintaining!conflict!between!Shiites!and!Sunnis,!managed!by!Britain!and!France.!!It! is! assumed! that! the! then!British!ambassador! in!Cairo!government! in!Mecca!and!promised!support! for!Arab!Kingdom,!and!in!return!asked!for!help! in!the!fight!against!the!Ottomans,!or!the!Turkish!Empire.!But! that's!not!all!encounters! lack!unity!and!support! for! the!same.!When!Britain! tried! to! implement! its! action! plan! and! Sunni! in! Syria,! in! Damascus,! the! French!responded!with!invasion,!allied!with!the!Shiites!and!imposing!their!own!interests.!Some!Arab!states! have! found!ways! well! in! this! fight! for! supremacy! between! Britain! and! France,! while!others!pay!the!price!of!their!losses!with!increased!repression!and!exploitation!of!its!territory,!as! compensation! for! previous! losses.! Just! a! few!weeks! after! their! first! actions! to! create! the!Caliphate!in!Iraq!and!Syria,!ISIS!reminiscent!of!those!roots,!published!a!picture!which!is!called!"End<Picot!–!Sykes!agreement!".!When!it!comes!to!ISIS,!the!connection!can!be!much!deeper!and!darker! than!assumed.!Recently! the!British! intelligence! service!MI6!published! interview!with!the! head! of! Saudi! intelligence.! According! to! that! report! Saudi! Arabia! provided! major!disagreements!and!clashes!between!Shiites.!The!Shia!Muslims!who!are!the!majority,!or!power!in! Iran,! Syria! and! Bahrain! and! have! strict! rules! in! the! implementation! of! Islam! founded! on!Sharia,! imam!right!which! is! superior!over! justice,! state!system.! In!many!Arab!states,!Kuwait,!Saudi! Arabia,! Qatar,! Libya! etc.! majority! rule! is! moderate! Sunni! religious.! According! to! the!origin! of! the! President! of! Syria,! Assad,! Syria! is! a! country! where! Shiite! rule,! and! the! fall! of!Saddam!Hussein!who!is!a!member!of!the!Sunnis,! led!to!strengthening!the!Shiites!in!Iraq.!The!last! 10! years,! Saudi! and! Qatar! foreign! policy! favored! the! destabilization! of! countries! by!financing!those!Shiite!Sunni!extremists.!In!Saudi!Arabia!and!Qatar,!this!is!probably!the!biggest!mistake!that!they!can!do.!!The!proverb!"The!enemy!of!my!enemy!is!my!friend"!is!known!to!centuries.!From!day!when!Iraq!after! the! fall!of!Saddam!Hussein,! is! controlled!by!Shiites,! since! there! is!a!need! for! funding!of!Sunnis!and!helping!Sunni!extremists!of!al!Qaeda!against!Shiites.!!!




enemy!and!Al!Baghdadi!weakens!fighting!it!in!a!way!that!the!US!can!to!implement!.On!April!8,!2013! Al! Baghdadi! his! declaring!war! on! Assad! and! Syria,! and! announced! the! creation! of! an!Islamic! religious! caliphate<ISIS!which! is! organized! according! to! the! strictest! rules! of! Sharia,!religious! laws.! This! leader! of! the! Syrian! Islamists! Al! Zawahiri! who! fought! against! Assad!responds!with!indignation!and!requires!him!to!hold!on!to! its!territory!in!Iraq.! In!2014,!there!was!a!struggle!for!leadership!in!the!city!where!Al!Baghdadi!Hand!won!victory.!After!this!event!he!takes!a!series!victory!against!the!military!actions!of!Iraq!taking!away!part!of!the!northern!Iraqi!putting!it!under!his!control.!Many!who!lived!for!years!in!a!desperate!situation!in!Iraq!and!Syria!ISIL!seen!phenomenon!that!gives!hope!that!it!will!not!be!bad!as!before,!so!their!approach!depressed!youth’s!suddenly!become!strong!and!significant!in!their!environments.!!All!are!known!to!Saudi!Arabia!funds!associated!with!the!activities!of!terrorist!groups!such!as!ISIL! and! al! Qaeda.! ISIL! has! its! centers! of! finance! are! located! in! Qatar! and! Saudi! Arabia.!Financed! by! drug! trafficking,! extortion! and! robbery.! Create! extremely! radical! sectarian!community! in!which!dangle!and!kills! slightest!violation!of! the!Koran,!measured!according! to!their!criteria.!!Many!of!the!people!in!Iraq!expected!change!for!the!better!with!the!fall!of!Saddam,!and!lived!to!disappointment!and!chaos! in! Iraq,!killings!and!bombings!which!until!now!have!been!around!50,000!killed!after!the!fall!of!Saddam.!Religious!leaders!of!these!states!accuse!the!government!in!Baghdad!and!the!US,!and!it!is!to!hate!all!those!addresses.!!
CONCLUSION*Link!which! connects!NATO! and! the!UN! are! best! seen! from! the! Preamble! of! the!Washington!Treaty!(North!Atlantic!Treaty)!where!NATO!stipulate!that!the!UN!Charter!is!the!framework!in!which!they!operate!NATO.!The!right!of!the!Allies!to!take!certain!actions!that!they!believe!would!be! necessary! for! their! individual! or! collective! self<defense! is! set! out! in! Article! 5! of! the!Washington!Treaty,!which!in!turn!refers!to!Article!51!of!the!UN!Charter.!!The! terrorist! attacks! on! the! United! States! in! 2001! were! the! reason! for! the! change! of!geopolitical! relations! in! the!world! and! the!US! to! take! the! lead! in! the! fight! against! terrorism!globally.!The!fight!against!terrorism!includes!destruction!of!camps!for!training!terrorists,!direct!attacks! terrorist! cells! and! indirect! war.! This! indirect! war! against! terrorism! amounts! of!research! and! pressure! of! governments,! organizations! and! individuals!who! support! terrorist!organizations,! and!means! and! financial! assistance! to! the! countries! participating! in! the! anti<terror!war,!increasing!the!level!of!police!and!intelligence!cooperation.!!The!challenges!that!need!to!handle!the!Alliance!in!the!years!to!come!do!not!differ!much!from!those! before! sixty! years! ago,! when! was! formed! the! Alliance,! who! interested! countries! on!security! issues,! some!challenges!still!quite!new.!The!challenges! that! threaten! the! interests!of!the!Euro<Atlantic! community:! terrorism,!weapons!of!mass!destruction,! the! threat! of! ballistic!missiles,!conventional!armed!forces,!cyber<attacks,!energy!security!and!climate!change.!!
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